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Abstract 
In consideration of using fewer decision variables in building least cost pumping operation optimal, the two-phase optimal 
method is used as the frame. By abstracting pump stations into high level reservoirs, the water distribution system hydraulic 
model can be modified into a modality, which can be used in first optimal phase of two-phase optimal method. And by building 
on feasible pump combination database, a new optimal method in the second optimal phase will be proposed. And the proposed 
new method in the second optimal phase will be embedded into the first optimal phase, so that the problem of results discordant 
in different phases of two-phase optimal method will be solved. By introducing new concept and improving present optimal 
method, a more practical optimal operation method of water distribution system (WDS) will be established. By applying to a 
large scale water distribution system, the practicability of proposed method has been evaluated. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the CCWI2013 Committee. 
Keywords: Water distribution system; optimal operation; genetic algorithm; decision support system 
1. Introduction 
Operational cost of pumps in a water distribution system (WDS) represents a significant fraction of the total 
expenditure incurred in the operational management of WDSs worldwide. Pumps consume a large amount of 
electrical energy for pumping water from sources to storage tanks and to demand nodes. Therefore, the goal of a 
pump scheduling problem is to minimize the total pump operational cost, while guaranteeing a competent network 
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service. In most cases, this problem is equivalent to the minimization of cost of pumping, while supplying water to 
consumers at adequate pressures (López 2008). In recent years a significant amount of research has been focused 
on optimizing pump operation schedules. Since 1970 a variety of methods were developed to address this problem, 
including the utilizations of dynamic programming (Lansey 1994) linear programming (Jowitt 1992, Eyal 2012), 
meta-models (Shamir2008, Broad 2010), heuristics (Avi 2008), and evolutionary computation (Van 2004, Fang 
2011). Although the methods mentioned above give theoretic ways for solving optimal operation problems of water 
distribution system , there are few successful application cases in practice. Especially when the methods are used to 
a large scale of multi-sources WDS. In this situation, a two-phase method was proposed (Zhang 2006, Yuan 2010). 
In two-phase method, optimal water levels of each source are determined in the first optimal phase, and the optimal 
pump schedules will be determined in the second phase according optimal result of first phase, so that a complex 
optimal problem is divided into several relative simpler optimal problems, and the efficiency and effect of 
optimization get a high improvement. But the two-phase method is not perfect. In present, there are some problems 
that hinder this optimization method to be applied in practice. In these problems, the most outstanding ones are: (1) 
since there is no determined pump schedule and in order to reducing computation cost, only meta-models can be 
used in the first phase optimization. But meta-model is not as robust as hydraulic model, so the reliability of 
optimization result is low. (2) And another problem is discordant of results in different phases.  
 For the purpose of solving these problems, a modified hydraulic model and pump combination database are 
introduced into the two-phase method. By abstracting pump stations into high level reservoirs, the hydraulic model 
of WDS can be modified into a modality that can be used in the first optimal phase. And by building on feasible 
pump combination database, a new optimal method in the second optimal phase has been developed. And the new 
method in the second optimal phase merged into the first optimal phase, will resolve the problem of results 
discordant in the two phases. 
2. Optimal model formulation 
Previous studies have dealt with constraints by penalizing the objective function (Boulos 2010, Van 2004). This 
requires the definition of a penalty function and appropriate penalty values. Penalty values, in general, are obtained 
either using rudimentary techniques or by trial and error. The penalty function approach imposes a fixed tradeoff 
between the amount of constraint violation and the value of the objective function. Low penalty values would 
allow constraint violations in return for small reductions in the objective value, while higher penalty values would 
require higher objective value differences to compensate for the same amount of constraint violation. For avoiding 
this, a multi-objective method is used in the optimization. And three objectives are used in the optimal model: 
minimum electricity cost, minimum number of lower pressure service nodes and minimum error between two 
optimal phases. 
2.1. Objectives 
Pump energy costs depend on the energy price as well as on the amount of energy consumed. The minimum 
electricity cost objective can be expressed by formula 1: 
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Where S is numbers of source nodes, Pi is the power of the ith pump (kw). In the first phase only supply flow 
and head of source nodes will be determined, so Pi only can be calculated in the second phase, T is electricity tariff 
in current period (/kwh), t is length of one hydraulic time step (hour). 
Objective of minimum count of lower pressure service nodes is expressed by formula 2: 
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 Where N is total number of demand nodes, Hi is pressure of ith node, and Hmin is the pressure minimum service 
required at demand nodes. 
The third objective value is error between two phases. During the optimal process, a candidate pump 
combination will be selected for each solution in the second optimal phase according hydraulic simulation result 
with enumeration method and pump combination database. In pump combination database, discrete running 
conditions of all different pump combinations are recorded. Since decision variables of the first phase are 
continuous variables, it is hard to match the first phase’s result by a record from pump combination database 
exactly. So a loosen region has to be generated by using hydraulic result of each solution from the first phase 
(source flow and head) as central point and a designed length as loosen range. Records that fall into this loosen 
region can be regarded as candidate pump combinations of second phase, and the flow difference between running 
condition of pump combination record and hydraulic result is the error between two optimal phases of this solution. 
This objective represents the uniformity of results of two phases. The less the error is, the higher degree of 
uniformity is. This error can be regarded as a measurement of difference between modified hydraulic model 
simulation result and original hydraulic model simulation result. The error objective can be expressed by formula 3: 
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Where Fi is flow of ith source node in hydraulic result of the solution, Fi’ is flow of candidate pump combination. 
is loosen range that is set before optimization process. ∞ is a very large number as a punishment for no pump 
combination record fall into the loosen region, it means that there is a source node has the problem of discordant 
between two phases results. 
2.2. Constraints 
In order to obtain feasible pump schedules, the optimization method must satisfy system constraints that 
represent its performance criteria. These include hydraulic constraints representing conservation of mass and 
energy, minimum and maximum limits on tank storage levels, minimum pressures requirements at demand nodes, 
and a balance between supply and demand from tanks. The hydraulic simulator implicitly handles some of these 
constraints. In the proposed method, minimum pressures requirement is regarded as an objective value, so there is 
no constraints about demand nodes pressure criteria in optimal model. In this study EPANET is used as hydraulic 
simulator for handling the constraints. 
3. Proposed methodology 
In two-phase methods of previous studies, the first phase and second phase is totally divided as two parts. The 
second phase will be run after the first phase has been done. Since there is no detail pump schedules in the first 
optimal phase, so the cost objective value can only be calculated based on an average pump efficiency parameter 
assigned in advance, and only meta-model can be used to evaluate fitness of candidate solutions in first optimal 
phase. The introduction of average pump efficiency parameter may lead to an error between cost objective values 
of first and second phase, and cannot guarantee the first phase result is an optimal one. And the meta-model can 
only be trained by historical data, so it cannot be used directly after expansion or rehabilitation of WDS, and 
cannot be used to forecast running condition of WDS in un-happen scenarios and cannot evaluate hydraulic 
constraints of candidate scheme in detailed, for example, the meta-model can only evaluate pressure constraints for 
certain nodes in WDS. These shortcomings of the meta-model make the two-phase method not a robust method. 
To avoid these shortcomings of the previous two-phase methods, a merged two-phase method is proposed.  
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3.1. Merged two-phase optimal method 
In order to use hydraulic simulator in first phase, a modification has to be made to the original WDS hydraulic 
model: transform the pump stations into high level reservoirs. And the second phase will be embedded into first 
phase, and executed to each candidate solution in every evolving step. The difference between the proposed two-
phase optimal method and previous two-phase optimal method is shown by figure 1. 
  
Fig. 1. Differences between proposed two-phase optimal method and previous two-phase optimal method 
3.2. Pump combination database 
Pump combination database will be used in the second phase. The records of running conditions of each pump 
combination are stored in database. For each source node, the pumps will be organized into a set of pump 
combinations firstly. And then the characteristic curves (Q-H, Q-E curves) of each pump combination will be 
calculated by using characteristic curves of each pump in the combination. In database the characteristic curves for 
each pump combination are recorded by discrete running condition sample points. In each running condition point, 
the parameters of flow, head, efficiency and power are recorded. In general, it is rarely to run all pumps in one 
pump station simultaneously, so a max amount of running pumps can be set for the pump station. With this 
limitation, the records in pump combination dataset will be smaller, and the efficiency of enumeration algorithm 
for pump combination selection can get an enhancement.  
For each pump combination, the running condition sample points of Q-H curve will be calculated by Q-H 
curves of pumps in combination, according the rule of “flow added in each head sample point”. The efficiency of 
each pump at running condition sample points can be obtained by pump’s Q-E curve and its flow parameter. And 
the power of each pump at running condition sample points can be obtained by flow, head and efficiency 
parameters. The total power is summary of power of each pump in this pump combination. Total efficiency is ratio 
of net power and total power. Net power is the power that calculated in the case of regarding pump efficiency is 
100%. The sample points are selected by dividing the common head area of all pumps in pump combination by 
certain head interval, for example 1m or 0.5 m. The smaller the head interval is, the more detailed the characteristic 
curves will be described. But the larger the database is. And the worse efficiency of second optimal phase is. So a 
feasible head interval should be set before characteristic curves calculation. 
4. Optimization method 
In the case of multi-objective optimization, instead of obtaining a unique optimal solution, a set of equally good 
(non-dominating) optimal solutions is usually obtained (Pareto sets). More precisely, within a Pareto set, when one 
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moves from any one point to another, one objective function improves while the other deteriorates. In absence of 
any other high level additional information, a decision maker normally cannot choose any one of these non-
dominant optimal solutions since all of them are equally competitive and none of them can dominate each other. 
Several methods, such as meta-heuristic algorithm (Kim 2004), versions of GA (Alvisi 2006), NSGA-II (Deb 2002, 
Jin, et al 2008) and particle swarm optimization algorithm (Liu 2008) are available to solve multi-objective 
optimization problems. NSGA-II is used here to obtain the Pareto set. Use of penalty function is a very popular 
way of handling constraints. But tuning of the penalty parameter appearing in the penalty function is very time-
consuming and normally performed on the basis of trial and error. Unless tuned properly, one may get misdirected 
totally in the search space. NSGA-II based constraint-handling technique allows one to get rid of the above stated 
problem of penalty function. 
4.1. Coding and decoding 
Since only water heads of source nodes are decision variables, so the count of gene in chromo is equal to count 
of source nodes. Because different source node may have different water head range, each source node’s head 
range is discretized into n points by equal interval, so that the gene code of each source node can be coded from a 
uniform integer gene code pool which is composed by integers from 0 to n, and the searching space becomes 
smaller. So the chromo string is an integer string that the gene count is same with source nodes count, and each 
gene code belongs to the set of (0, 1,2 , n). Decoding process is to calculate of head of each source node from 
gene code, and can be expressed by formula 4 
n
gHHHH iiiii )( minmaxmin −+=   (4) 
Where gi is the ith gene code in chromo, Hi is head of ith source node calculated from gi, Himin and Himax is low 
and up boundary of head of ith source node, n is size of gene code pool. 
4.2. Genetic operations 
In the evolve process, the three objective values of each solution are obtained in different phases. In the first 
optimal phase, by decoding chromo string into source nodes’ water levels and hydraulic simulation, objective 
value of lower pressure service nodes amount expressed by formula 2 can be obtained. Since outflow of each 
source node is calculated in hydraulic simulation, the optimal pump combination for each source node can be 
selected according flow, head and loosen region from pump combination database. After pump combination 
selected, the electricity cost objective value and error objective value can be calculated by Equation 1 and 3. And 
the pump combination of each pump station at simulated period is determined. The pump combination will be 
stored in individual of each solution.  
After calculation of objective values, the solutions will be sorted by non-dominated sorting method, and 
assigned rank value. Because three objectives of the optimal model are all minimization objectives, but in the 
process of non-dominated sorting, the solutions that have larger objective values, will dominate the ones with 
smaller objective values, and can be sorted in a preferential rank. So some disposal should be done to objective 
values before sorting in order to put better solution in the preferential rank. Here opposite value of objective values 
is used in the process of non-dominated sorting. In NSGA-II, solutions will be sorted according to two parameters: 
non-dominated rank and crowding distance. The better solutions will be assigned lower (better) order. In order to 
make sure that better solutions have larger fitness value, the order value is subtracted by population size, and the 
result value is fitness of each solution. 
The roulette wheel selection, one point crossover and real valued mutation are used in GA operation of this 
study. The whole optimal methodology framework is shown by Figure2. 
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Figure 2 flow chart of the merged two- phase optimal method 
The pump combination of each source node at simulated period will be obtained after a run of the merged two-
phase method. For an extended period pump schedules operation, the merged two-phase optimal method should be 
run several times until time steps in total duration. 
5. Case study 
A practical WDS is used here as a test network, and was solved using the proposed method. The calibrated 
network has 7 pump stations (each pump station has a reservoir), 48 pumps. In total, the network consists of 4522 
links and 3732 nodes. Before running of the merged two- phase method, the hydraulic model of network need be 
modified: transforming pump stations into high level reservoirs. The method is replacing pump links by pipe links 
with check valve. This work can be done manually or automatically by programming. 
In this case, a typical 24 h scheduling period is used to test optimal methodology, and the period is divided into 
1-h simulation steps for 24 hours. So the merged two-phase optimal model solved by NSGA-II will run 24 times to 
get a pump schedules for the typical 24h period. In order to evaluate the average performance of the merged two-
phase optimal model, 10 runs of 24h pump scheduling optimization were conducted using different random seeds. 
And each run is executed with same GA parameters setting: population size 100, generation size 100, crossover 
probability 0.6 and mutation probability 0.1. 
6. Results and discussion 
Since the running pump combination is selected from pump combination database by enumeration algorithm, 
the pump combination result should be examined by the original hydraulic model. Only in the case that simulation 
results of original model and modified model are meeting a high precision, that the feasibility of the merged two-
phase method based on pump combination database and modified hydraulic model can be guaranteed. A 
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comparison between hydraulic simulation results of total out flow from each reservoir of the two hydraulic models 
(original and modified) is shown in table 4. Since there are 10 runs of 24h pump scheduling optimization, so the 
maximum, minimum and average values of errors between two models are shown in table 4. The values in table 4 
are relative errors that calculated by formula 5. 
0
0 ||
r
rr
error m
−
=   (5) 
Where r0 is simulation result of original model, rm is simulation result of modified model specially for the first 
optimal phase. In Table 3 the max relative error of the two models is less than 0.05. It shows there is little error 
between the hydraulic simulation results of the two models. So it is a feasible way to use modified model and 
pump combination database for calculation of objective values in the optimal process as a surrogate of original 
hydraulic model.  
Table 3 comparison between total out flow from each reservoir of the two hydraulic models 
Reservoir1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Reservoir 4 Reservoir 5 Reservoir 6 Reservoir 7 
Max error 0.021 0.016 0.030 0.048 0.019 0.022 0.029 
Min error 0.005 0 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.002 
Average error 0.012 0.004 0.011 0.023 0.009 0.011 0.016 
Figure 3 shows the 3D line that follows the points comprised by average objective values in each generation. 
The objective value of “hydraulic error between two phases” has been disposed, the integer part of objective value 
represents the count of reservoirs without feasible pump combination, and fraction part represents relative 
hydraulic error of ratio to max error value appeared in that generation.  
 
Figure 3 converge path of evolve generations 
From Figure 3 it can been seen that the error and lower service pressure node count objectives both converged 
to the feasible solution space rapidly and search for better solutions in that area. By embedding the second optimal 
phase into the first optimal phase, the solutions without feasible pump combinations and with poor hydraulic 
performances are eliminated in the first generations of evolving process, and lead the search direction to the 
feasible solution space. This prevents the possibility of generating unfeasible result in the whole optimal process. 
The second question that be concerned is the quality of optimal result. The quality of optimal result can be 
evaluated from two aspects: electricity cost and hydraulic performance of WDS. A summary of electricity cost 
reduction of ten runs of optimal method is shown in Table 4.   
Table 4 summary of electricity cost reduction 
Electricity of original pump Electricity cost optimal pump Reduction ratio 
86308 
Best 79893 0.071 
Average  81262 0.056 
Worst  82461 0.042 
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It shows that each run of optimal method has found a lower electricity cost pump schedule, and average 
reduction of electricity cost is more than 5%. So the proposed method do has the ability in finding a better pump 
schedule for reduction of WDS’s electricity cost. Figure 4 shows the electricity cost reduction of ten runs of the 
merged two-phase optimal method.  
 
Figure 4 electricity cost reduction 
The solid line and dashed line express the maximum and minimum electricity cost reduction of ten runs. And 
the area between the two lines is the band that electricity cost reduction of the ten runs of optimal method. Most the 
band area is above the abscissa axis, it means in most cases the optimal method found a pump combination with 
lower electricity cost. In the case network, most cost reductions were achieved at the periods of night hours. This 
indicates that the original pump schedule for the night hours is unreasonable either because more pumps runs than 
need or running pumps are in a low efficiency.  
Table 5 shows the comparison of lower service pressure nodes between original pump schedule and optimal 
pump schedules. The value of “best, worst and average” columns are  numbers of lower service pressure node of 
best run, worst run and average value of the ten runs of the two-phase method. 
Table 5 comparison of lower service pressure nodes  
Time period Original  Best Worst Average Time period Original  Best Worst Average 
1 20 0 12 1.6 14 0 0 0 0.7 
2 20 6 7 1.4 15 28 3 0 1.7 
3 16 0 19 6.4 16 32 0 19 3.6 
4 0 9 0 4.4 17 0 0 3 0.4 
5 0 0 3 1.3 18 3 0 1 0.4 
6 0 0 1 0.4 19 0 0 2 0.3 
7 19 0 9 5.0 20 12 0 0 1.4 
8 31 0 9 6.6 21 2 0 4 1.5 
9 56 0 4 4.0 22 283 0 0 0.2 
10 40 0 6 4.8 23 18 0 0 0.4 
11 44 3 30 7.3 24 43 0 0 0 
12 11 3 10 3.4 Total  678 25 145 60 
13 0 1 6 2.8      
It can be seen from Table 6 that lower service head nodes in test network with optimal pump schedules are 
much less than condition with original pump schedule. It shows that the proposed method has the ability finding 
solutions which not only reduce the electricity cost but also enhance the hydraulic performance of WDS. By 
transforming lower service pressure constraint into objective function, in the optimal process, the better solutions 
in cost saving and hydraulic performance enhancement were found. Since there is no penalty functions or weighted 
coefficient be used in optimal process, the multi-objective model doesn’t need to tune these parameters for 
different cases, and avoid convergence to local optimal solutions by unreasonable setting of penalty functions or 
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weighted coefficient. This makes the merged two-phase optimal method a robust method in finding better solutions 
of lower cost and high hydraulic performance.  
Another problem should be concerned but did not in this study is times of pump ON/OFF switches. Because the 
optimization for each period is isolated implemented, so the pump switch times could not be concerned in the 
optimal process. Table 7 shows the average times of each pump type in pump stations. Since the optimal result is 
shown in format of pump combination with pump type and its count for each pump station, the optimal result does 
not give the operation schedule for each pump, so the average times of each pump type in pump station is used 
here to evaluate pump switch times. Average switch times of each pump type is calculated by dividing total switch 
times of certain pump type in one pump station by pump count of that pump type in that pump station. There are 
ten runs of optimal method, and the max, min and average value of “average switch times of each pump type” is 
shown in Table 6, and the average pump switch times of original pump schedule are also shown in table 6. 
Table 6 pump switch times result 
Pump station Pump type and count Max Min Average Original schedule 
1 12sh-9(7) 3.14 2.00 2.70 0.14 
2 20-LN-26A(7) 2.00 1.14 1.47 0.28 
12-LN-21B(3) 0.33 0 0.03 0 
3 S-500-59(5) 3.00 1.40 2.32 0.4 
500S-98B(2) 2.5. 0 0.70 0 
4 12sh-9(4) 3.75 1.50 2.85 0.25 
14sh-13A(1) 7.00 4.00 5.40 0.33 
5 24SA-10A(3) 4.67 2.67 3.57 1.00 
16SA-9C(3) 4.67 2.33 3.60 0.25 
6 12sh-13(4) 3.50 2.00 2.60 0 
 12sh-9A(2) 1.75 0.50 1.18 0.50 
7 10-LN-13(7) 1.57 0.71 1.04 0.14 
From Table 6 it can be seen that the pump switches of optimal result is obviously higher than switches in 
original pump schedule. A reasonable explain for increase of pump switches is that for objective of reduction of 
electricity cost, the pump combination should be more flexible to meet the consumption of water in WDS with a 
combination in high efficiency. So when consumption demand changes the pump combination has the desire to 
find a high efficiency pump combination in the driven of minimum electricity cost objective. In fact, it is 
unavoidable of increase of pump switches for reduction of electricity cost. The important thing is the switch times 
should be in an acceptable level. Since there is no tradeoffs between electricity cost reduction and pump switches, 
so a result of high pump switch times happened in the proposed methodology. Although the pump switch times are 
higher than original pump schedule, the optimal schedules of most pump stations are acceptable. For the max count 
of simultaneously running pumps in one pump station is set as 4, so in the pump stations with spare pumps have a 
relatively lower average pump switch times, because the total switch times is scattered into relative more pumps. 
The extreme case of high switches is pump of 14sh-13A in pump station 4, because there is only one pump of that 
type in pump station, so all switches is operated on it. In this case, an operation schedule modification for certain 
pump should be done manually.  
The computational effort required by the merged two-phase optimal method was measured with running on a 
Core 2 Duo T6500 (2.10 GHz) with 2048 KB of cache size and running under Windows XP. The mean 
computation time required for one run of one hydraulic simulation step of the case network was 1198s, while it 
was 7.99 hours for a 24h pump schedules optimization with a hydraulic step of 1h. Since each optimal process for 
every simulation step is run totally separately, the total computation time can be shortened by parallel runs of 
optimal program for different hydraulic simulation steps in one computer or several computers. 
7. Conclusion 
By introduction of micro-scope hydraulic model and pump combination database, a merged two-phase optimal 
method for WDS optimal operation is proposed. By transforming pump station into high level reservoir of the 
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original hydraulic model, the modified model can be used in the first optimal phase for evaluation of hydraulic 
performance of candidate solutions, and the defects of fallibility and incomplete hydraulic performance evaluation 
of meta-model are avoided and more reliable solutions can be obtained. By building of pump combination database, 
enumeration algorithm using solution’s hydraulic result of first phase and pump combination database as basis is 
used in the second optimal phase, and the complexity of second optimal phase is reduced significantly. This makes 
it possible of running of the second optimal phase process to each solutions in each evolve step of evolution 
algorithms, so that the second optimal phase can be embedded into the first optimal phase to form a merged two-
phase optimal methodology. The embedded second optimal phase will eliminated solutions without feasible pump 
combinations, and lead the solving process converge to feasible solution space. Therefore discordant of results in 
different phases of original two-phase optimal method can be avoided. A multi-objective optimal model and 
solving method NSGA-II are used in this study, hydraulic constraint of lower service node count and hydraulic 
errors between two phases are regarded as objectives in parallel with electricity cost objective in the multi-
objective model. This avoids the effect to efficiency of solving method by forming of penalty function or setting of 
weighted coefficients.  
Since there is no limitation for maximum pump switch times in optimal process, sometimes results with high 
pump switch times will obtain by proposed method. In this case, a manually modification to optimal result should 
be done before pump schedules be put into effect. 
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